TYPICAL 16 PORT PATCH PANEL
N.T.S.

1. 1.75" CM PANEL AMP#558329-1


3. MAXIMUM 8 PATCH PANELS

4. PRIORITY PART #P97-9030

5. PRIORITY PART #P97-9161 BIX BOARD.

6. 15A DUPLEX AND 30A 208V TWIST LOCK RECEPTACLES MOUNTED ON BACK OF CABLE MANAGEMENT BOX (12" AFF)

7. 7FT VERTICAL CABLE MANAGEMENT BOX (4"), PRIORITY PART #P97-9032 WITH HINGE SIDE ORIENTATED AS SHOWN ON DE-4.

TYPICAL ACO RACK MOUNTING DETAIL
N.T.S.

DATA INSERTS - AMP PART #558908-1 OR VOICE INSERTS - AMP PART #555611-1

WIRE MANAGEMENT PANELS - AMP PART #558329-1

TYPICAL 7FT. OPEN TOP 19" EQUIPMENT RACK, PRIORITY PART #P97-9025.

24 PORT F.O. PATCH PANEL SEE MASTER SPECIFICATION FOR DETAILS

CONDUIT TO RECEPTACLES TO RUN ALONG EDGE OF CABLE MANAGEMENT BOX TO PANEL.

7FT VERTICAL CABLE MANAGEMENT BOX (8"), PRIORITY PART #P97-9301 WITH HINGE SIDE ORIENTATED AS SHOWN ON DE-4.